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What can the future be for hotels in 
a world which is speeding up and 
disruptive business models such as 
Airbnb often undercut the traditional 
marketplace. 

Add to the onward march of 
technology and how can a hotel 
stay current when technology and 
consumer demand outstrips the 
ability of the hotel to modernise. 

It isn’t always front of house that 
needs to be technologically smart. 

Consumers increasingly demand 
silent air conditioning and unlimited 
hot showers which can further require 
investment by the hotelier. 

Technology can assist with both front 
and back of house but how will this 
help with future needs?

We already use free mapping from 
many providers and this will allow 
future wearable devices to overlay 
digital content which is specific to the 
place we are in at the time. 
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In the next decade we 
will begin to see the 
physical and digital 
worlds meet. 



The advent of digital contact lenses is less 
than a decade away and the ability to overlay 
information in our eyes will allow consumers 
the ability to make new buying choices. 
 
With the assistance of the advertising world that 
will be revolutionised by this new ability. 

Added to the mix will be systems delivering 
augmented reality - an early product is 
Microsoft’s Hololens. 

Imagine a hotel lobby or state room of the future 
which allows gaming to interact with furniture. 
I hope this doesn’t change the insurance 
required for venues using this technology.

 

“The advent of the digital contact lens 
is less than a decade away”
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Water will be in much greater demand in 
the future. Hotels are huge users of water 
and this is likely to cost a great deal more 
than it has in the past.  
 
Conventional washing of bedding and 
towels could be a thing of the past and 
the water saved will help a nation cope 
with the reduction in a vital human 
resource. 

Xeros, a company from Middlesbrough 
UK is set to solve this problem with a 
washing machine that uses tiny polymer 
balls to wash clothes with a tiny amount 
of water.  
 
We may well see smarter fabrics that use 
the air in a room to scrub themselves 
clean and many new dirt and water 
resistant coatings could change the 
materials used in hotel rooms.

H2O
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The digital age has shown us that 
customers expect and often get total 
price transparency in everything they 
consume. The double edged sword 
of social media means a complaint is 
100x louder than a compliment on any 
business.

This has often raised standards in hotels 
and allowed the lucky few at the top of a 
TripAdvisor listing to build their business 
from a digitally savvy customer base.

This group has been called generation 
rent and are portrayed as owning little 
and renting everything they can. 

They are often perfectionists who 
develop sophisticated online personas 
and are brand light trusting the views of 
their peers above all advertising. 

This cohort are the new customer 
group who demand perfection requiring 
faultless customer service.

However, millennials are also likely to 
make up some of the employees of 
hotels and businesses can use these 
traits to good effect in intense customer 
service operations.

Millennials will 
be 50% of the 
workforce by 2020 
and a new breed 
of consumer. 
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Since its launch, Airbnb has taken the 
hotel industry by storm and increases 
its customer base ever more each year.

However the hotel industry is hitting 
back and prices with equivalent Airbnb 
properties are closer than ever. 

A survey last year by Bank of America 
found in the top 5 US cities that only in 
New York were hotels more expensive 
than equivalent Airbnb properties.

The future will still prove challenging but 
Airbnb will disrupt, not obliterate, the 
hotel industry wholesale.

What about the elephant in the room?
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So where could the future of hotels lie?

Where could the 
future of hotels lie?
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Immersive Lighting 

Imagine a hotel room in the future where every wall 
and floor are an LED mesh. Any style of flooring and 
wall colour could be specified by the customer and 
virtual televisions created on any surface.  
 
As power consumption and LED lighting comes 
down this could indeed be a vision of the future 
for some high tech hotels.
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So where could the future of hotels lie?

Tailored hotel rooms 

Could a customer flick their mobile 
photos onto digital frames on the wall of 
a hotel room to make it feel like home?  

We could see the lighting and heating 
preferences of a regular visitor set at levels 
they like. In addition smart room control of all 
functions could be controlled by the customer 
on their own device.
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So where could the future of hotels lie?

We are entering a new material age 
where many everyday objects will be 
smarter and easier to maintain. 

A bed that never needs changing to a 
toilet that needs cleaning once a year 
(Toyo showed exactly this design in 
Tokyo this year) could all be possible 
in the future. 

An end to room service with automatic 
turndowns and bathrooms with 
intelligent drying showers may mean 
that hotel towels are a thing of the 
past.

Self cleaning rooms
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Lean hotels which use technology to 
replace staff could become the norm 
for many businesses who will operate 
an efficient and highly competitive 
product.  

Check in staff and concierge could 
disappear and robotic room service 
and self cleaning rooms would allow a 
hotel to be very lean on staff numbers.  

At the other end of the scale there 
will be demand to be pampered with 
many staff as this could be seen as a 
luxury in itself in the future.

Whatever the future mix, the success 
of hotels will continue about finding 
their niche. Technology will play 
a larger part in the mass market 
models but luxury will celebrate 
the indulgence of human to human 
interaction.  

Millennials will champion faultless 
operations but beware the business 
that suffers their wrath, as a complaint 
will echo even louder in the digital 
world of our future.

“Check in staff 
and concierge 
could disappear”
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So where could the future of hotels lie?

The end of keycards 

and paid for WiFi 

Both these historic hotel features will 

disappear in the very near future.
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Purple is an intelligent platform 
for physical spaces. Using social 
engagement, marketing tools 
and location analytics to bring brands 
the digital insights of real world spaces, 
through technology such as WiFi, 
GPRS, LTE, BLE and sensors. 

In return, venues using Purple 
benefit from being able to collect 
contact details, gain additional social 
‘likes’ and ‘follows’ in real-time, 
mine customer demographic data 
and send highly targeted 
communications to customers 
through the platforms built in  
marketing tools.

With Purple you can:

• Increase social media engagement
• Support 26 languages
• Capture validated customer data
• Keep your WiFi legally compliant
• Charge guests for WiFi use
• Send real-time marketing campaigns
• Report on rich analytics
• Separate user  / business networks
• Trace user location and behaviour
• Navigate customers with wayfinding
• Track multiple assets in real-time
• Recoup wireless hardware CAPEX
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